
The Milk Moover®
The industry leading  
customizable dairy  
shelving system.
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THE MOST TRUSTED MILK RACK 
IN THE GROCERY INDUSTRY
The Milk Moover is constructed of heavy duty coated 
wire shelves, reducing friction and insuring maximum 
flow. Designed with minimal surface area to prevent 
milk build-up created by leakage, it adds to cooler 
sanitation while providing an attractive display.

Maximize shelf space 
Designed to utilize the full width of your doors, adding 
up to 15% more facings for easier brand identification. 

Minimize waste 
Automatic FIFO Product rotation minimizes waste in 
the dairy cooler by having older products in a sellable 
position. This helps manage product expiration dates.

Improve cleanliness  
Built with a spill management system of glide sheets 
and drip trays for minimized clean up time. It also 
keeps employees out of the customer’s way.

Customizable  
Built to your exact spec and planogram to eliminate 
set up time, the adjustable dividers will adapt to any 
future product configuration and package size.

UPGRADE YOU DAIRY COOLER
Capitalize on the most profitable section per square 
foot in a grocery store by maximizing your existing 
cooler space. The Milk Moover is built to last and will 
pay for itself within 8 months through labor savings 
and capitalizing on per gallon profit.

Available with our patented 
glide sheets and drip tray.
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FIFO product rotation

Customization 

Capacity

Number of shelves

Width

Height

Yes

Depth, width, color, and  
shelf configuration

27" To 48" deep

5, 6 ,7, 8

Up to double door widths

70" – 91.5"

Specifications

The industry standard: 
used in over 80% of  
grocery chains.
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Contact us to learn more.

Let us develop a solution to handle 
your unique merchandising or 
material handling challenge today.

Phone:  +1 800 323 2517

Fax:  +1 630 585 0450
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